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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce SpecRPC, a speculative execution framework that allows applications to concurrently execute dependent
operations both locally and through remote procedure calls. The
framework tracks dependencies among non-speculative and speculative operations and ensures that incorrect speculations do not
affect the correctness of applications that follow our suggested
design pattern. By using speculation to parallelize dependent operations, SpecRPC can significantly reduce application latency even
if only a fraction of the results can be correctly speculated. We evaluate SpecRPC by using it to implement Replicated Commit, a lowlatency distributed transaction commit protocol for geo-replicated
database systems. Our evaluation results show that, compared to
RPC frameworks that sequentially execute dependent operations,
SpecRPC can reduce the average transaction completion time of
Replicated Commit by 58%.
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INTRODUCTION

Many distributed applications perform a large number of remote
procedure calls (RPCs). For example, a Facebook front-end web
server performs as many as 392 RPCs to backend servers when generating a single HTTP response [12] for a page request. Generating
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the response can take as long as 3.1 seconds which, given the low
latency of datacentre networks, suggests that many of the RPCs are
performed sequentially. Sequential execution of RPCs can be due
to insufficient resources leading to queuing at the involved servers.
However, with the increasing abundance of low-cost computing
resources in well-provisioned datacentres, sequential execution is
more likely because of dependencies between RPCs, where an RPC
invocation depends on the results of other RPCs. For instance, Song
et al. [36] demonstrate the prevalence of dependent RPCs, providing an example containing five dependent RPCs. Likewise, Bahl et
al. [2] and Natarajan et al. [29], also present complex dependencies
among networked services in enterprise applications.
Unlike most performance problems, providing additional resources is minimally effective at reducing latency when sequentially
executing RPCs. Although faster networks and CPUs can reduce
transfer and processing time, latency improvements will likely be
incremental since network latency has only seen a modest reduction in the past three decades [34], and recent CPU improvements
mainly benefit concurrent operations. For cross-datacentre RPCs,
data replication and caching can in some cases significantly reduce
latency. Unfortunately, maintaining consistency between replicas
and caches can be challenging, and unless an application can accept
weak consistency guarantees, replication and caching are generally
only effective at reducing latency for read-only RPCs.
Speculative execution (SE) has been used to reduce latency in
operating systems [6, 30, 31, 42, 43], byzantine fault tolerance protocols [22, 44], and a number of other specialized applications [9,
23, 27, 41]. These systems take advantage of domain knowledge to
determine when the result of an expensive operation can be accurately predicted. This predicted result can be used to speculatively
execute the dependent operations, allowing them to be executed
concurrently as long as the prediction is eventually shown to be
correct.
Although SE is a powerful technique for reducing latency, it
can introduce a significant amount of complexity to an application. Currently, adding SE support to a new production-quality
application requires a significant investment in time and resources.
Therefore, previous work has only considered using SE for the
most performance-critical applications, and SE has only been implemented in research prototypes.
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In this paper, we introduce SpecRPC, a general RPC framework
for performing SE. A user application can be modified to predict the
result of an RPC, and use the SpecRPC framework to speculatively
execute the next operation, which can be a local function or another
RPC, based on the predicted result. The main goal of SpecRPC is
to simplify the integration of speculative techniques in distributed
applications, allowing for the pervasive use of speculation to reduce
application latency. SpecRPC facilitates development of applications
that leverage speculation, but it is up to developers to predict RPC
results as accurate prediction requires domain-specific knowledge.
To support SE in an RPC framework, each operation in SpecRPC
is given a state that characterizes its current status. Speculatively
executing an operation based on the predicted result of a pending
RPC causes the operation to enter a speculative state, and creates
a dependency between the operation and the RPC. An operation
in a speculative state will transitively cause subsequent dependent
operations to also be in a speculative state to form a dependency tree
where the branching factor depends on the number of predictions
made per operation. The dependency tree helps SpecRPC isolate
the different branches of SE, and determine which branches are still
valid as actual execution results become available.
Dependency tracking and the re-execution of computation based
on incorrect speculation are done automatically by SpecRPC. To
take advantage of speculation, a programmer only needs to return
speculative results when partial information is available. SpecRPC
provides a simple abstraction that should be familiar to any programmer who has used RPCs and callbacks; and it reduces the
adoption barrier for using speculation in distributed applications.
Overall, this paper makes three contributions:
• We present SpecRPC, a general, flexible and easy-to-use
framework for performing SE.
• We show that SpecRPC can fully parallelize complex communication patterns involving multiple sequential RPC calls
from the same client, or an RPC call chain where an RPC
function calls another RPC.
• We evaluate the effectiveness of SpecRPC by using it to
implement a low-latency distributed transaction commit
protocol, Replicated Commit (RC) [26]. Our results show
that SpecRPC reduces the transaction completion time of RC
by 58% compared to the sequential execution of dependent
operations.

2

DESIGN PATTERNS

SpecRPC is an asynchronous RPC framework for Java where remote
calls return immediately to the caller. A dependent operation is specified as a callback function that executes after the RPC completes.
A callback function implicitly accepts the RPC’s return value as a
function parameter. The callback can issue additional RPCs with
callbacks, which allows clients to execute a sequence of dependent
RPCs by specifying a chain of callback functions.
An asynchronous RPC framework offers additional opportunities to perform operations in parallel compared to a synchronous
framework. For example, clients can continue execution on nondependent operations after issuing an RPC request. More importantly, for the purpose of speculative execution (SE), sequential
operations are completely specified by a callback function chain.
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Therefore, by requiring that each callback function is implemented
as a method in a callback object that can only modify the object’s
data1 , SpecRPC can encapsulate speculative results inside a collection of callback objects. This programming model allows SpecRPC
to ensure that speculative results are not revealed to the rest of the
application, and parallel speculations are isolated from each other.
Figure 1 illustrates an application that uses SpecRPC to parallelize client-side and server-side computation, where the client
predicts the server’s computation result. The Math class in Figure 1 (a) is provided by the RPC server and exposes the plus method
to remote callers. The server’s main method specifies the necessary boilerplate code to register the plus method, allowing remote
hosts to call this method. Instead of accepting a Math RPC object,
the register method accepts a factory object, which is used by the
framework to create a new Math object for each RPC request.
Inside the main method in Figure 1 (b), the client binds the remote
plus method to an RPC stub, and issues an RPC by executing the
stub’s call method. The call method takes as parameters a list of
predicted RPC return values and a callback factory. Upon receiving
a response from the server, the client uses the callback factory to
generate an instance of IncCB, and executes the callback with the
return value from plus as a parameter. Using factories enables the
framework to speculate multiple times with different predicted
values, where each SE creates a different RPC or callback object.
By specifying client-predicted return values, SpecRPC allows SE to
begin even before the RPC has been sent to the server.
A SpecRPC call immediately returns a future object that eventually acquires the return value of the callback method from the final,
non-speculative callback object. The caller can retrieve this value
by calling getResult on the future object, which blocks until the
return value is available. The framework ensures that the method
returns a non-speculative result. In the example from Figure 1, the
client will block until the future receives 4 from the callback.

2.1

Single-Level Speculation

In a traditional RPC framework, operations that depend on an
RPC’s return value must wait until the RPC completes. This is
illustrated in Figure 2 (a) where the local operation can only begin
after receiving the RPC return value. However, in some applications,
clients can often predict RPC results. For example, an application
may perform an RPC repeatedly with the same parameters and,
in most cases, receive the same return value. The client can use
a client-side cache to predict the RPC result. Using SpecRPC, the
client can use this prediction to speculatively execute the dependent
operations, specified as callback objects, immediately after invoking
the RPC. As shown in Figure 2 (b), the execution times for the
RPC and its dependent operations overlap. We call this client-side
speculation, where the client predicts RPC results.
In addition to client-side speculation, SpecRPC also supports
server-side speculation in which the server predicts the RPC’s return value before it completes its execution of the RPC function.
This is useful for RPC functions that execute slowly, but their results
can be accurately predicted after a small amount of preliminary
1

This is an advisory programming model for correctness rather than a mandatory
design pattern. Applications can choose to modify data outside of callback objects if
they are certain that it will not affect the correctness of the application.
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// RPC implementation
public class Math implements SpecRpcHost {
public Integer plus ( Integer a , Integer b ){
return a + b;
}
... // Defines other RPCs
}
// RPC factory
public class MathFactory implements SpecRpcHostFactory {
public SpecRpcHost getRpcHostObject (){
return new Math ();
}
public String getRpcHostClassName () {
return Math . class . getName (); // Returns " Math "
}
}
// Server implementation
public class Server {
public static void main ( String args []){
SpecRpcServer rpcServer = new SpecRpcServer ();
rpcServer . initServer (" ./ server . config " );
// Registers an RPC with its name , factory ,
// return value type , and parameter types .
rpcServer . register (" plus " , new MathFactory () ,
Integer . class , Integer . class , Integer . class );
rpcServer . execute (); // Starts the RPC server
}
}
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// Callback implementation
public class IncCB implements SpecRpcCallback {
public Object run ( Object rpcResult ){
return ( Integer ) rpcResult + 1;
}
}
// Callback factory
public class CBFactory implements SpecRpcCallbackFactory {
public SpecRpcCallback createCallback (){
return new IncCB ();
}
}
// Client implementation
public class Client {
public static void main ( String args []){
SpecRpcClient . initClient (" ./ client . config " );
// Binds an RPC with its class name , method name ,
// return value type , and parameter types
RpcSignature plus = new RpcSignature (" Math " , " plus " ,
Integer . class , Integer . class , Integer . class );
SpecRpcClientStub stub =
SpecRpcClient . bind (" localhost " , plus );
List preds = Arrays . asList (3); // Predicts plus (1 ,2)
SpecRpcFuture future =
stub . call ( preds , new CBFactory () , 1, 2); // Issues RPC
future . getResult (); // Callback result is 4
}
}

(a) Server-side code.

(b) Client-side code.

Figure 1: An example illustrating the server-side and client-side code for a simple SpecRPC application.
computation. In Figure 2 (c), the client must wait until it receives the
server’s prediction before it can speculatively execute its dependent
operations. The server can return a prediction by calling specReturn
any time during the RPC execution. Multiple predictions can be
made by both the client and the server. Each prediction creates a
new callback object that executes independently.
For both client-side and server-side speculation, the framework
can determine if the return value prediction is correct after the
client receives the RPC’s actual return value. In the case where the
prediction was correct, the result from the SE that is performed via
callback objects can be returned to the application. Otherwise, the
framework will dispose of the speculative results and re-execute
the dependent operations using the actual RPC return value. We
will explain how SpecRPC manages predictions and speculative
results in Section 3.

2.2

Multi-Level Speculation

In order to provide significant performance benefits for workloads
with long chains of sequential operations, a speculation framework
must support having multiple dependent operations execute concurrently. This allows an application to perform SEs that depend on
the correctness of multiple predictions. We call an SE that depends
on more than one prediction a multi-level speculation (MLS).
Figure 3 shows a sample sequence of operations that could benefit from using MLS. In this example, an analysis server (AS) provides
a data analytics service, a data server (DS) manages user data, and a
client is interested in making a purchase based on both individual
user information and aggregate information from a specific userbase. The client first retrieves the purchasing interests (PIs) of a
specific user from AS by invoking an RPC, getPI. To compute the
user’s PIs, AS issues an RPC, getPH, to DS for the user’s purchase
history (PH). Once getPI completes, the client invokes another RPC,

getAI, to AS to retrieve aggregate information (AI) from the userbase that shares the same PIs as the user. This AI is generated in
real-time by AS. Finally, once getAI completes, the client performs
additional local computation, comp, before ending its execution.
With speculation, parts of the above three RPCs and the client’s
local computation can execute in parallel. To service getPH, DS
must retrieve the PH pertaining to the user specified in the request.
Although the data may be available locally, additional synchronization delays may be introduced if DS is not the primary replica for
the data and linearizable consistency is required. However, DS can
send a speculative response using its local data to allow the caller to
continue its execution without waiting for the synchronization to
complete. Similarly, when servicing getAI, AS may be able to send a
speculative response back to the client before it finishes generating
the requested AI. The speculative response may be taken from the
cached response of a previous request either for the same userbase,
or for a related userbase with a similar PI.
Figure 3 (b) illustrates that, by predicating the result of getPH,
AS can speculatively return the result of getPI. This will cause
the subsequent operations to be speculatively executed in parallel.
Figure 3 (b) also shows that, by speculatively executing getAI and
predicting its result, comp can execute in parallel with both getPH
and getAI. This is an MLS example because the SE of comp depends
on more than one prediction.
The previous example demonstrates the need for a speculation
framework to have each speculative RPC transitively depend on
all of the predicted return values that its caller relies on. It also
illustrates the challenge in tracking dependency information across
RPCs.

3

ARCHITECTURE

The SpecRPC architecture consists of four layers, as shown in Figure 4, client and server libraries register functions for remote access,
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(a) Traditional RPC
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Figure 3: An example of multi-level speculation.
(c) SpecRPC with server-side prediction

Figure 2: An example of single-level speculation.
expose the functions based on their signatures, and asynchronously
issue remote RPCs. The SpecRPC controller manages speculative dependencies, uses callback and RPC factories to create new callback
and RPC objects, and provides isolation between concurrent callbacks and RPCs. User-provided callback and RPC factories create
new callback and RPC instances to handle RPC results and requests.
Each callback or RPC instance has an object, specObj, which encapsulates the instance’s speculative state. An RPC call inside a callback
or RPC inherits the caller’s speculative state through the specObj.
The communication module manages connections between clients
and server.
In the following sections, we describe how the different components work together to manage speculative dependencies across
multiple nodes, handle incorrect predictions, and ensure that the final result is equivalent to what a traditional RPC framework would
return.

3.1

Speculative State

In SpecRPC, computation is performed entirely within callback and
RPC objects. A callback object is created when a client receives an
RPC response, and an RPC object is created when a server receives
an RPC request. A callback performs SE if it receives a predicted
RPC response instead of an actual RPC response. If a callback issues
an RPC request while it is performing SE, the RPC object created
from the request will also speculatively execute its computation.
When the actual RPC response arrives, the speculatively executed

callback and its dependents will be discarded if the prediction was
incorrect. Otherwise, they will be marked as actual execution.
To distinguish between actual and speculative execution, each
callback and RPC object contains a speculative state that describes
its speculation status and dependency information. This state is
encapsulated as a specObj.
An RPC’s speculative state can be one of the following: caller
speculative, speculation correct, and speculation incorrect, where the
last two states are terminal states. Figure 5(a) illustrates the state
transitions for RPC objects. An RPC is in speculation correct state if
the caller, which can be a client, an RPC object or a callback object,
is not dependent on any predicted values. This is always the case
when the caller is a client because a client’s RPC request cannot be
dependent on a predicted value. It is also the case when the caller is
an RPC or callback object that is in speculation correct state. An RPC
is in caller speculative state if its caller is dependent on a predicted
value. This is equivalent to the caller being in a non-terminal state.
Finally, an RPC transitions from the caller speculative state to the
speculation incorrect state if its caller transitions to the speculation
incorrect state.
Each callback is associated with an RPC and executes with the
RPC’s return value. Multiple callbacks can be associated with the
same RPC because of multiple predictions for the return value. A
callback can have one of the following speculative states: caller
speculative, callee speculative, speculation correct, and speculation
incorrect. Figure 5(b) illustrates the state transitions for callback
objects. A callback is in speculation correct state if it receives a nonpredicted return value from its RPC and the RPC is in speculation
correct state. A callback is in callee speculative state if it executes
with a predicted return value of its RPC. Upon receiving the actual
return value, the callback transitions to the speculation correct or
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Figure 4: SpecRPC architecture.

(a) State transitions of an RPC object.

speculation incorrect state depending on the prediction, or transitions to caller speculative state if its RPC’s caller is in a non-terminal
state, i.e., either caller speculative or callee speculative. Finally, a
callback in caller speculative state transitions to a terminal state
once its RPC’s caller transitions to a terminal state.

3.2

Managing Dependencies

In single-level speculation, a speculative callback depends on the
correctness of a single prediction. In order to keep track of dependencies, SpecRPC would only need to maintain a mapping between predictions and their corresponding speculative callbacks.
Dependency management becomes more challenging in multi-level
speculation as callbacks and RPCs can be dependent on multiple predictions. These dependencies are modeled as a tree with each RPC
and callback object representing a node. The root in a dependency
tree is the first RPC object that is issued by the user application.
The root is always in the speculation correct state. A callback object
created on a predicted return value is a child node of the RPC in
the dependency tree.
A node’s speculative state depends on that of its parent node (if
any). Each node only needs to track its parent node’s state transition
and pass the state change of itself to its child nodes. SEs that are
based on the same predicted return value of an RPC form a subtree
under the RPC. Also, a path from the root to a leaf in the tree links
dependent non-speculative and speculative execution. There is only
one path standing for the actually non-speculative execution.
Figure 6 shows an example of a dependency tree in a bad scenario
where predicted RPC responses are always incorrect. In this example, a client performs two dependent RPCs, rpc 1 and rpc 2 , followed
by a local operation that is executed in callback 2 . For each RPC invocation, the client receives an incorrect prediction from the server.
After receiving a prediction result for rpc 1 , callback 1 is created to
perform rpc 2 . Therefore, rpc 2 is a child node of callback 1 which
in turn is a child node of rpc 1 . As rpc 2 executes, it also returns a
predicted result which creates callback 2 to run the dependent local
operation. In this example, rpc 2 finishes before rpc 1 even though
it starts after rpc 1 . When rpc 2 finishes, it returns an actual result
that is different than its previous predicted result. Therefore, a new
callback object callback 2′ is created and callback 2 is abandoned.
Later, when rpc 1 finishes with an actual result that is different than
its previous predicted result, the whole subtree of callback 1 is abandoned and a new callback 1′ is created to invoke rpc 2′ . The predicted
result of rpc 2′ creates callback 2′′ , which again will be abandoned
when actual result of rpc 2′ is different from its predicted result. Finally, with the completion of rpc 2′ , callback 2′′′ is created to finish
the remaining execution. Even with three mispredictions, the client
only sees the actual execution path from rpc 1 to callback 2′′′ .

(b) State transitions of a callback object.

Figure 5: State transitions.

Figure 6: An example of a dependency tree.

In both single and multi-level speculations, SE includes local
operations and RPCs that will be executed remotely. As a result,
the dependencies between predictions and SEs span multiple nodes.
SpecRPC uses dedicated state-change messages to propagate state
change events between remote callback and RPC objects. This is
discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3

Handling Incorrect Predictions

Upon receiving the actual result for an RPC, SpecRPC evaluates
the accuracy of previous predictions of that result, and retains callbacks based on correct predictions while setting callbacks based
on incorrect predictions to the speculation incorrect (SI) state. Any
callback or RPC object that depends on an object in SI state must
also be set to SI state. Objects in SI state are discarded, and their
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computations are abandoned. This can be done safely without requiring data rollback since a callback or RPC in SpecRPC should
only modify the fields in its associated object and should not have
any side-effects. This advisory requirement is not enforced as it
is up to application to decide the scope of side-effects caused by
modifying data outside of a callback or RPC object.
Immediately terminating a discarded callback or RPC may require interrupting its computation, which can be difficult to perform
cleanly in a language without non-local exception passing where
a thread can raise an exception in a different running thread. To
avoid this problem, SpecRPC allows callbacks and RPCs in SI state
to finish execution before being abandoned. However, SpecRPC
immediately terminates these callbacks and RPCs if they attempt
to perform further speculative operations via SpecRPC, such as invoking a new RPC, returning a prediction to the client, or blocking
on an operation that will generate visible output (see Section 3.5).
In the case where none of the previous predictions of an RPC
result were correct, a new callback is created using the RPC’s actual
result. This ensures that forward progress is made even in the
absence of an accurate predictor.

3.4

Propagation of Speculative State

The speculative state of a callback or RPC object depends on the
state of the caller. Therefore, when a callback or RPC issues an RPC
request, the caller’s speculative state is sent alongside the RPC’s
parameters. Similarly, each RPC response contains the speculative
state of the RPC and a field that specifies whether it is returning
a predicted result or an actual result. The framework uses this
information to create a callback object in the correct speculative
state.
In multi-level speculation, when the caller of an RPC transitions
to a speculation correct or speculation incorrect state from a nonterminal speculative state, both the state of the remote RPC instance
and the corresponding local callback must be updated. To notify
the RPC instance on the remote node, the caller sends a dedicated
message indicating its new speculative state. Both the RPC and
callback perform their own speculative state change based on the
caller’s new speculative state. This change is further propagated if
another RPC is invoked by either the callback or RPC.

3.5

Implementation

The SpecRPC framework consists of approximately 3000 lines of
Java code. The source code is available online at [37]. In SpecRPC,
RPCs are registered by servers as signatures containing an RPC
name, a return type, parameters and a server address. RPC signatures are stored in a file that is synchronized between the servers
and clients using third-party tools, such as ZooKeeper [18].
3.5.1 Tracking Dependencies. SpecRPC tracks the dependencies
between speculative and non-speculative executions by mapping
a callback or RPC object to its parent node in a dependency tree.
Instead of implementing the dependency tree as a centralized data
structure, each node only tracks its child nodes. When a node’s
speculative state changes, SpecRPC propagates the changes only to
its child nodes.
Applications using SpecRPC do not need to explicitly track
speculation-related dependencies or inform the framework of what
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it depends on. When a prediction is incorrect, SpecRPC will discard
all of the speculative callback and RPC objects that depend on the
prediction.
3.5.2 Preventing Side-Effects. SE should not result in output or
state changes that are irrevocable. Therefore, SpecRPC recommends
that callbacks and RPCs only modify the fields in their objects,
and not have any side-effects. SpecRPC’s factory design pattern
creates a new object when it executes a callback or RPC, and it
stores speculative states inside that object. This isolates parallel
SEs, which allows an application to make multiple predictions.
An application can optionally install a rollback function for misspeculation in a callback or RPC. The SpecRPC framework will
execute the rollback function before discarding incorrect states. This
enables an application to extend its speculative states beyond the
fields inside a callback or RPC object. For example, an application
can store speculative states in a local database and issue a rollback
for a mis-speculation.
In scenarios where it is impossible to avoid irrevocable changes
or output in SE, the SpecRPC framework provides specBlock, a
method that causes a speculative callback or RPC to block until it
is in a non-speculative state. An application can call specBlock just
before operations that will cause side-effects. Once the speculation
is determined to be correct, SpecRPC will continue the application’s
execution. If the speculation is incorrect, the specBlock function
will throw a mis-speculation exception.

4

APPLICATIONS

In this section, we describe how we used SpecRPC to implement
a speculation-enabled version of Replicated Commit [26], a distributed transaction commit protocol for geo-replicated database
systems. Also, we perform a theoretical analysis on the expected
speedup from using speculative execution (SE) on another application, a multi-objective optimizer.

4.1

Replicated Commit

Replicated Commit (RC) [26] is a distributed transaction commit
protocol for geo-replicated database systems. In a geo-replicated
system, a transaction’s completion time largely depends on the
number of wide-area network roundtrips that the transaction requires to complete.
RC introduces a commit protocol that only requires one widearea network roundtrip to complete both 2PC and consensus among
replicas across datacentres. However, to achieve this, local read
operations have to be replaced with quorum reads across multiple
datacentres. Each quorum read introduces one wide-area network
roundtrip. Writes are not affected as they are buffered until the
transaction commits. RC’s evaluation shows that, as the number
of dependent reads increases, the transaction completion time is
quickly dominated by read latency.
SE can parallelize the execution of dependent reads in RC in
order to reduce the overall completion time of a transaction. This is
possible because the read results from the first responding quorum
member are often the same as the final quorum results. Therefore,
we can use the first response to speculatively execute the next read
operation. In RC, because data is fully replicated in every deployed
datacentre, the first responding member will always be from the
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local datacentre, and its response will return almost immediately.
Note that we only perform SE for quorum reads before starting
the commit protocol. Before calling commit on a transaction, an
RC client will issue a specBlock (see Section 3.5) to wait until all
quorum reads become non-speculative. We have implemented a
fully working prototype of the SpecRPC version of RC, and we
evaluate its performance in Section 5.

4.2

Multi-Objective Optimizer

Many scientific computing problems require solving optimization
problems (OPs) with multiple objectives. A common approach for
solving multi-objective problems is to construct them as a series of
dependent OPs in which the output of one OP serves as an input to
the next OP. Each of these intermediate OPs can be solved using
an optimizer such as CPLEX [8] and Gurobi [16]. Therefore, the
completion time is largely dependent on the performance of the
optimizer, and the number of OPs in the series. Although most
optimizers benefit from additional CPUs, their scalability is limited.
Most do not achieve additional speedup beyond 16 processors [21].
SE can leverage additional CPUs to reduce computation time of
dependent OPs by overlapping their computation. With SpecRPC,
each OP can be registered as an RPC function, and the OPs can be
deployed on a group of server nodes. To execute an OP, a client
node issues an RPC to a server. Before the optimization is complete,
the server can return its current best solution to the client. The
client can use this result to issue an RPC to another server in order
to speculatively execute the next OP. The current best solution
serves as a prediction for the final result from the optimizer. If the
prediction is correct, where correctness is based on the user’s equivalence definition, there will be a reduction in the total completion
time. The correctness probability depends on the amount of time
the function was allowed to run before the current best solution
was retrieved. This is because the more time the optimizer is given
to run, the more likely that it has found the optimal result.
Assuming that there are n dependent OPs (stages), we define
Sl at as the speedup of using SE to complete the n stages compared
to sequentially executing them with the same total number of CPUs.
We also define Tnew and Told as the expected completion time with
ol d
and without SE, respectively. Therefore, we have Sl at = TTnew
.
In this analysis, we assume there are n ∗ N total CPUs. We define
the amount of time it takes for stage i’s optimizer to complete as:

Ti = дi (m), where m is the number of CPUs, and дi is a monotonically increasing function of m. When m is above a threshold, the
increase of Ti is negligible. We also define the prediction correctness
percentage at stage i as: Pi = fi (ti ), where ti is the amount of time
that stage i’s optimizer executes before the best current solution
was retrieved. We denote Ei, j as the expected completion time of
executing all stages from i to j. Ei,n can be recursively calculated
as follows:
(
En,n = Tn
(1)
Ei,n = Pi ∗ (ti + Ei+1,n ) + (1 − Pi ) ∗ (Ti + Ei+1,n )
where 1 ≤ i < n. The last stage’s completion time is always Tn , and
no prediction occurs at this stage.
By solving the recursion in Equation (1), we have Tnew :
Tnew = E 1,n =

n−1
Õ

[Pi ∗ (ti − Ti ) + Ti ] + Tn

(2)

i=1

where 0 ≤ ti ≤ Ti , and Ti = дi (N ) since, with SE, it is possible that
all n stages run in parallel, so each stage can only use N CPUs.
Without SE, each stage can use the total n ∗ N CPUs, so we have
Told :
n
n
Õ
Õ
Told =
Tj =
дj (n ∗ N )
(3)
j=1

j=1

With a fixed N , we can determine the set of ti s that maximize the
total speedup, Sl at .
We illustrate our model with a two-stage example where the
stages have the same completion time T . In this example, there are
enough CPUs such that using N and 2N CPUs at each stage will
achieve the same completion time, i.e., |д(N ) − д(2N )| < ϵ, where
ϵ is negligible. We also assume that the prediction correctness
percentage at the first stage can be described as a cumulative distribution, P = 1 − exp(−λt ) , where λ is a constant. This is because
the convergence rates of many multi-objective optimizations have
been shown to follow an exponential function over computation
time [1, 3, 35]. From Equations (2) and (3), we have Sl at :
Sl at =

2T
(1 − exp(−λt ) ) ∗ (t

− T ) + 2T

(4)

where 0 ≤ t ≤ T . The goal is to find t 0 to maximize the speedup,
Sl at . This is equivalent to solving:
1 + exp(−λt0 ) ∗(λ(t 0 − T ) − 1) = 0,

0 ≤ t0 ≤ T

(5)

We have further generalized the previous example to support
more than two stages. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between
the maximum Sl at and λ for different number of stages. It shows
that the maximum Sl at increases with an increase in the prediction
rate. This is not surprising since a higher prediction rate results
in fewer re-executions of the stages. The figure also shows that
for a given prediction rate (i.e., a fixed value of λ), the maximum
speedup increases with more stages.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we first use a microbenchmark to evaluate the
performance of SpecRPC, and then we examine the performance
improvements in Replicated Commit (RC) [26] when using SpecRPC. For comparison we use Google’s open-source RPC framework,
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Figure 8: Microbenchmark results.

5.2
gRPC [14], as a baseline. Since gRPC has more features than SpecRPC, which may increase its latency, we also compare our system
with TradRPC, an RPC framework sharing much of SpecRPC’s code
base without speculation.
Our experimental testbed uses standard server-class machines,
each of which has two 6-core 2.10 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 CPUs
and 64 GB RAM. The machines are connected to a 1 Gbps Ethernet
network. Each experiment consists of 5 runs, and each run lasts 60
seconds during which we measure the performance of the system
throughout the middle 30 seconds.

Microbenchmark

Our microbenchmark consists of 16 clients with each performing
a sequence of dependent RPCs, defined as a request, to multiple
servers. Each RPC sends and receives 64 bytes of data. Unless specified, a request consists of 4 RPCs, each of which requires 10 ms to
complete. The client issues one request at a time, and each client issues 10 requests per second. This system load allows us to examine
the performance of SpecRPC when sufficient system resources are
available.
While executing a request by using SpecRPC, the client makes
a prediction for each RPC result. We define the probability of the
prediction being correct as the correct prediction rate per RPC. Figure 8 (a) shows the mean completion time of requests under different
correct prediction rates per RPC. Compared with the sequential
execution of RPCs via using gRPC and TradRPC, SpecRPC achieves
up to 75% reduction in request completion time. When prediction
is always incorrect, SpecRPC introduces approximately 0.1 ms of
overhead compared with TradRPC, which is negligible in a request
that requires more than 40 ms to complete. Our experiments show
that gRPC has slightly higher overhead than both TradRPC and
SpecRPC. This may be because gRPC provides additional features
that are not supported by TradRPC and SpecRPC. The results also
show that even with only a 50% correct prediction rate per RPC,
SpecRPC still provides about a 40% reduction in request completion
time compared to gRPC.
We further examine the performance of SpecRPC by varying the
number of dependent RPCs in a request. In the following experiments, the correct prediction rate per RPC is set to be 90%. Figure 8 (b) shows that the mean request completion time for SpecRPC
increases more slowly than for gRPC and TradRPC. As expected,
the request completion times for both gRPC and TradRPC increase
linearly with the number of dependent RPCs per request. SpecRPC
experiences a small increase in its request completion time with
additional dependent RPCs because only incorrect predictions lead
to sequential execution of RPCs.
Lastly, we examine the network bandwidth usage of the three
different RPC frameworks. Figure 8 (c) shows that TradRPC has
higher network bandwidth usage than gRPC. This is because gRPC
has a more optimized implementation of message serialization than
TradRPC. The results also show that SpecRPC has higher network
bandwidth usage than TradRPC. This is because SpecRPC must
re-execute some of its RPCs due to incorrect predictions.

Replicated Commit

In this section, we examine the performance improvements in Replicated Commit (RC) when using SpecRPC. We implement an RC
prototype in an in-memory key-value store, and our implementation asynchronously persists transaction logs to SSDs. We compare
three versions of RC, one using gRPC [14] as a baseline, one using
SpecRPC to enable speculative execution, and one using TradRPC
which shares much of SpecRPC’s code base without speculation.
Our RC prototype using gRPC consists of approximate 4000 lines
of Java code, while SpecRPC introduces an additional 100 lines
of changes on the server side and about 300 lines of changes on
the client side. These changes are to modify RPC registrations and
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5.2.1 Experimental Setup. In our experiments, we use the Linux
traffic control utility (tc) to set the network latency between machines in order to emulate the geo-distributed environment specified in [28], which consists of three datacentres. The roundtrip
network latencies between datacentres are shown in Table 1.
Our transactional key-value store contains 10 million key-value
pairs. The data is sharded into three partitions, with each partition
having a replica at every datacentre. One RC server manages one
replica. Our evaluation uses close-loop experiments, in which a
client sends transactions back-to-back, and there are 16 clients in
each datacentre.
Our evaluation uses two workloads, YCSB+T [11] (an extension of the YCSB workload [7] with transactional support) and
Retwis [24] (a Twitter-like workload). By default, the data access
pattern in both workloads follows a Zipfian distribution with alpha = 0.75.
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Figure 9: Mean latency versus the number of operations per
transaction with YCSB+T.
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Figure 10: Latency versus read probability with YCSB+T.

invocations in order to introduce speculation on read results. Our
SpecRPC changes do not modify the commit protocol.

5.2.2 YCSB+T Workload. We first use YCSB+T to repeat the RC
experiments in [26]. Without using speculation, read latency dominates the transaction completion time as the number of reads
increases. In this experiment, the number of operations (reads and
writes) varies from 5 to 50, and the ratio of reads and writes is
1:1 (mirroring the values used in the original experiments in [26]).
Figure 9 shows that the average transaction completion time of
our RC prototype with gRPC and TradRPC increases linearly with
the number of reads, which matches the results in [26]. In contrast,
the average transaction completion time of the SpecRPC version
of RC is nearly independent of the number of reads in a transaction. Going from 5 to 50 operations per transaction, the transaction
completion time only increases by 23% for SpecRPC, compared to
more than 600% for the non-speculative systems. This low increase
in completion time is a result of correct speculation, which allows
SpecRPC to parallelize dependent read operations. This experiment
also shows that the read result from the first responding replica is a
good predictor of the final result of a quorum read. This approach
correctly predicted the final quorum read result with more than
95% accuracy.
We further examine the impact of the probability that a request
in a transaction is a read (instead of a write) on transaction completion time. In this experiment we use 5 operations per transaction.
Figure 10 shows both the median and 99th percentile of the transaction completion time. As expected, with gRPC and TradRPC, the
median transaction completion time grows linearly with the read
probability. The tail transaction completion time grows even more
quickly, as even with a 0.2 probability, the transactions in the tail
consist mostly of read operations. At 0.6 probability and higher,
nearly all of the transactions in the tail consist of 5 read operations.
With SpecRPC, the median and tail completion times are largely
unaffected by read probability. This is because the correct prediction rate for this workload is above 99%, with the rate growing with
increasing read probability.
5.2.3 Retwis Workload. In this section, we use a Twitter-like workload, Retwis, to evaluate the performance of RC using SpecRPC.
We use the same transaction profile as the Retwis workload in [46],
which is shown in Table 2. Figure 11 shows the CDF of RC’s transaction completion time when using gRPC, TradRPC, and SpecRPC.
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Transaction Type
# gets
# puts workload%
Add User
1
3
5%
Follow/Unfollow
2
2
15%
Post Tweet
3
5
30%
Load Timeline
rand(1, 10)
0
50%
Table 2: Retwis transaction profile from [46]
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Figure 11: Transaction completion time with Retwis.
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Compared with gRPC and TradRPC, SpecRPC reduces the average
transaction completion time by 58%.
We then adjust the Zipfian alpha value to examine the impact of
transaction contention on the performance of these systems. Figure 12 (a) and (b) show that SpecRPC’s abort rate is only marginally
higher than gRPC and TradRPC despite processing twice the number of transactions per second in this closed loop experiment with a
fixed number of clients. For example, when the Zipfian alpha value
is 0.9, using SpecRPC introduces about a 1% higher abort rate than
using gRPC and TradRPC. However, SpecRPC is able to commit
142 transactions per second, while gRPC and TradRPC can only
commit 62 and 63 transactions per second, respectively. The higher
transaction processing rate of SpecRPC is due to its transaction
completion time being half of that of the other systems.
In order to measure the maximum throughput of these systems,
we must saturate them with client requests. To accomplish this
in our cluster, we have to reduce the computing resources of the
RC servers. For these experiments, we set the roundtrip network
latency between datacentres to be 5 ms and limit the number of CPU
cores per RC server. Since the number of CPU cores is artificially
limited, these experimental results do not represent the maximum
throughput of the systems in practice. Instead, these experiments
aim to compare the throughput of the three systems under the same
resource limit and to examine the impact of increasing computing
resources on the performance of the three different systems.
As shown in Figure 13, all three systems have near perfect
speedup in throughput when increasing the number of cores from
2 to 3, where the throughput is indicated by the vertical lines in
the graphs. As expected, SpecRPC’s throughput is lower than TradRPC’s due to speculation overhead. Surprisingly, gRPC has a lower
throughput than both other systems, which may be due to additional
features that it provides which are not supported by SpecRPC and
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Figure 12: Retwis workload with varying alpha values.

TradRPC. Although SpecRPC introduces processing overhead, we
believe that this is a reasonable tradeoff since throughput can be increased by increasing the number of cores or data shards, whereas
transaction completion cannot be reduced with more resources
without speculation. In this experiment, it is not possible for gRPC
or TradRPC to achieve SpecRPC’s 14 ms transaction completion
time.

6

RELATED WORK

Speculation is a latency-hiding technique that enables parallel execution of dependent operations. This is especially useful in cases
of otherwise unavoidable or lengthy wait times. This section compares SpecRPC to previous systems that implement speculation or
other latency-hiding techniques.

6.1

OS-Level Speculation

Speculator [30] modifies the Linux kernel to provide OS-level SE
support. It can reduce the latency of a distributed file system by
allowing applications that would normally block during a remote
I/O operation to continue execution using a predicted result. Speculator can also reduce the latency of synchronous local file I/O
operations [31]. Because speculation is provided as part of the OS,
Speculator must checkpoint the state of the entire process in order
to undo changes when SE occurs on an incorrect prediction.
OS-level SE has also been proposed to reduce the I/O latency
for microsecond devices [42]. However, its effectiveness is limited
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Figure 13: Average transaction completion time versus
throughput with Retwis.

by the narrow system call interface and the lack of application semantics [43]. Comparatively, SpecRPC supports SE across multiple
systems, and it provides a high-level framework that reduces the
barrier to using speculation in large-scale distributed applications.

6.2

speculation to improve remote screen display protocols. Moreover,
SE is used to improve the performance of logging and replay systems [25, 41], to protect software from hardware failures [9], and
to detect run-time race conditions [40] and inconsistency in distributed systems [45].
These application-level approaches differ from SpecRPC by focusing on improving a specific application or protocol. SpecRPC
is a general framework for providing SE support for distributed
applications. Furthermore, most of these speculation systems were
designed from scratch and required significant effort to implement
and verify correctness. One of SpecRPC’s goals is to reduce the
barrier for using speculation in distributed applications.
Correctables [15] provides clients with server-side predictions
for data access in replicated-object storage systems. However, a
Correctables client has to implement its own dependency tracking
between speculative and non-speculative executions. In contrast,
SpecRPC is a more general framework that allows applications to
perform arbitrary SE on both clients and servers.

Application-Level Speculation

Supporting SE at the application level can leverage application
semantics to provide additional latency reduction compared to OSlevel approaches. Fast Track [20] and Prospect [38] allow users to
implement fast but unsafe code for SE. Wester et al. [43] extend
Speculator to enable developers to define customized speculation
policies. Thread-level speculation techniques [4, 10, 19, 32, 33] can
increase the parallelism of a sequential program to reduce the total
execution time. Most of these speculation frameworks only support
SE on a single machine. In contrast, SpecRPC provides applicationlevel SE support for distributed applications.
SE has been used to improve the performance of Byzantine fault
tolerance systems. The scope of the speculation techniques used
in these systems is fairly limited, as each system aims to address a
specific performance problem without introducing significant complexity to an already complex system. For example, Zyzzyva [22]
only performs speculative execution on a single machine, and PBFTCS [44] does not support propagating speculative results between
servers.
Many other applications also have their own SE support for
workload-tailored benefits. SpecHint [6, 13] uses SE to hide harddisk latency in local file systems. Crom [27] speculatively prefetches
web page data and computes web browser layouts. Lange [23] uses

RPC Batching

RPC batching can reduce the latency of a client performing dependent RPCs to a server. For example, BRMI [39] allows a client
to explicitly send multiple RPCs in a batch to a server. Batched
futures [5] implicitly defer a client’s RPCs until the results are requested. However, RPC batching techniques cannot batch RPCs to
different servers or use speculation to execute dependent operations
in parallel.

7

DISCUSSION

A common pitfall to SE is that stateful execution is not correctly
undone after an incorrect speculation. We address this pitfall by
recommending or requiring SpecRPC users to follow design patterns that avoid this problem. For example, instead of passing a
speculative object directly to a speculative callback, SpecRPC requires users to follow a factory design pattern in which a new
speculative object is created for each callback that encapsulates all
intermediate results. This allows programmers to not worry about
cross-contamination between results from different speculative and
non-speculative executions.
Another potential issue with speculation is in supporting operations with side-effects that is outside of the control of the speculation framework. We provide a specBlock function that prevents the
computation from proceeding until it is in a non-speculative state.
However, because SpecRPC is a user library, a decision that we
made to simplify and promote adoption, it cannot enforce correctness in much the same way that a threading library cannot enforce
thread safety.
SpecRPC provides the necessary tools to enable a developer to
implement a speculative application without manually managing
dependencies, discarding incorrect speculations, and hiding speculative state from non-speculative execution, which allows developers
to focus on leveraging their domain knowledge to improve prediction rather than spending their time implementing a speculative
execution infrastructure. However, the developer must still make
reasonable decisions with respect to predictions, and must follow
provided guidelines to avoid potential problems.
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In addition to the applications described in Section 4, many
other latency-sensitive applications can benefit from SpecRPC. For
example, web applications often execute a chain of services to
generate a response for a client request. These applications can use
caches to predict service results, enabling services in the chain to
execute in parallel. Social network applications can also benefit
from speculation as they often perform multiple dependent graph
computations. Many of these graph computations, such as triangle
counting, are expensive but their results can be estimated quickly
using approximation algorithms [17]. These estimates can be used
as predictions. A social network application can perform many of
its dependent graph computations in parallel if the predictions are
correct or within some error bound.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce SpecRPC, a general RPC framework
for performing speculative execution. By managing dependencies
between callbacks and RPCs, SpecRPC simplifies the process of
using speculation and reduces application latency. We evaluate
SpecRPC by implementing a distributed transaction protocol using
the framework. Our experimental results show that SpecRPC can
significantly reduce transaction completion time by using speculation to perform dependent reads in parallel.
We designed SpecRPC with the hope that it would be used by
many applications. As a result, some of the core designs of the
framework were chosen to simplify adoption for developers and
allow deployment in various environments. For example, instead
of requiring operating system support for state rollback after an
incorrect speculation, we perform state rollback completely within
the framework. These design choices necessitate an advisory programming model where correctness relies on applications following
our suggested design pattern. Although we believe this is acceptable for most applications, we are exploring other designs, such
as introducing language-level changes, that can provide stronger
guarantees. We plan to work closely with developers interested in
our recently open-sourced implementation, and use their feedback
to improve future versions of our framework.
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